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OBJECT.

Here and there in the engineering literature of recent years we may find an occasional reference to the application of statistical methods to particular engineering problems. Furthermore the necessity for estimating the probable errors of experimentally determined results has been accepted in general by the engineering profession.

This note calls attention to some additional applications of modern mathematical statistical theory, to research, design, production, inspection, supply and other engineering problems. Attention is given to certain general types of problems in the solution of which statistical applications have been made, and to the nature of the possible economies effected thereby. It is reasonable to believe that very definite economic advantages can be obtained in any large industry through such applications.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS.

In the application of statistics, as in the application of scientific laws in general, it is often very difficult to form even an approximate estimate of the magnitude of the resulting economic advantages and hence no effort will be made to give specific figures.

Some very important problems call for statistical solutions. One general type is the estimation of safety factors to allow for the happening of the unexpected. The failure of a piece of apparatus may involve, in addition to great financial loss, a serious injury or even death to one or more individuals. Telephone engineering illustrations could be mentioned but

1 See appended list of references.
we shall consider a problem arising outside this field, because it has already been discussed in the literature.

The civil engineer often must build levees or dams to take care of exceptional rainfall. Customarily he must make his estimate of the limiting flood height upon the basis of a few yearly records of the yearly run-off of the given area. Too low an estimate may result in a destructive flood. Of course this gives rise to a difficult problem in the solution of which modern statistical theory may prove to be a helpful tool.2

Another general problem is that of setting engineering standards, where, as is often the case, the underlying experimental data may show considerable dispersion. For example, the strength of a given kind of telephone pole is a function of its modulus of rupture. If we use standard methods and measure the modulus of rupture of each of a number of poles which appear to form a homogeneous group, we must expect to find even wide differences between the observed values because there are many factors influencing the modulus of rupture not easily discernible or at least not easily measurable and controllable. Indications are, however, that these causal factors approximate a constant system of chance causes, and hence that probability theory is applicable.

Assume that these differences in observed values of modulus of rupture for the different poles can be sufficiently well characterized by two parameters; viz., the average and the standard deviation. It is of great economic importance to obtain the best possible estimates of the expected values of these two factors as we shall now see.

If the average taken as standard happens to be in excess of the expected modulus, serious losses may be incurred through breaking of telephone poles under storm conditions; on the other hand, if the chosen standard happens to be below the expected value, losses estimated in hundreds of thousands of dollars are incurred through wholesale removal of telephone poles a number of years before such removal is actually
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necessary. Modern statistical methods assist an engineer in forming the best estimate of such standards in terms of the observed data, by making it possible for him to allow for sample size, to correct for error of measurement and to insure a homogeneous sample upon which to base his estimates.

APPLICATIONS TO RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN.

The results of research are almost always expressed in terms of averages and errors of averages, but engineering methods of calculating such errors have not kept pace with the rapid development in statistical theory. Particularly in cases of small numbers of measurements, errors calculated by the customary methods are much too small. In fact our best estimates may be 100 per cent. or 200 per cent. higher than those customarily used.

Even on general principles it goes without saying that, if it is worth while making an estimate of an error, it is worth while doing it to the best of our ability. Nothing short of the best estimates can satisfy the modern research engineer, particularly since these do not involve any additional labor. However, in certain classes of cases the economic importance of attaining the best estimate of an error can be easily illustrated. One such is the determination of the significance of observed differences in the measurements of the physical properties of two kinds of materials or in the qualities of operation of two experimental models of a given kind of apparatus. A specific instance would be that of comparing the electrical characteristics of two contact alloys, one the standard now in use and another a much cheaper material. In such instances we have two sets of experimental data corresponding to either the two kinds of material or the two kinds of model. We must determine if the observed differences between the two sets are reasonably attributable to chance. If they are and if we must select one or the other upon the basis of the available data without further experimentation, then we are free to choose the most economical material or design, even though the observed quality of the cheaper material is not quite up to standard.
Another application arises in building up any kind of apparatus out of a large number of piece-parts. To secure the economies of wholesale production, piece-parts are customarily manufactured in large quantities. It is a well-recognized fact, however, that the piece-parts of any particular kind are not identical one with the other and that the quality of operation of any assembled piece of apparatus is a function of the qualities of its piece-parts. To assure that a particular piece of apparatus will function within prescribed limits when it is built up of piece-parts selected at random, it is therefore necessary to control the probability distributions of each of the parts so that the resultant chance variation in the quality of the assembled unit will fall within the prescribed limits with a given degree of assurance.

Modern statistical theory shows the cost of reducing the overall chance fluctuation by modifying the chance fluctuation in a given part. Hence it insures an economic distribution of effort in controlling the chance variations of the various piece-parts entering into the system.

To take another very simple design problem, suppose you are building a rack to support a load consisting of the combined weights of different pieces of apparatus. Assume that past experience is available to estimate the average and the standard deviation in the weights of each of the kinds of apparatus. One very customary method of design in such instances is to allow for the maximum load plus a certain safety factor where the maximum load is taken as a sum of the maximum weights that have ever been observed. Of course the chance of obtaining this maximum load is negligibly small, and there is little engineering justification for designing for such a condition because the assurance attained in this instance is out of all proportion usually to the assurance attained at other points in the system. To take a simple case where the standard deviations in all the weights are equal, the satisfactory maximum load is such that the amount added to allow for the dispersions in the separate weights need be only $1/\sqrt{n}$ times as large as that given by the cus-
tory method considered here. In other words the method often used gives \( \sqrt{n} \) times the necessary addition in strength with its associated cost.

Another very general type of problem often arises when we have an observed frequency distribution of some physical quantity and wish to determine the probability that such a distribution could have arisen as a sample from a homogeneous constant system of causes. Thus in setting the standard modulus of rupture of a given kind of telephone pole already referred to, we should use only homogeneous data to obtain the estimate of this standard. Naturally the Chi Square and other tests for goodness of fit give us a check for homogeneity. Instances are at hand where the Chi Square test gave indications of lack of homogeneity not otherwise detected.

Perhaps one of the most general and at the same time most difficult problems is to estimate the degree of dependence of a property of some material or of a piece of apparatus upon some one of its physical characteristics. For example it is known that the moisture content of telephone poles affects their modulus of rupture. Indeed a very definite relationship can be established between moisture content and modulus of rupture of small sawn pieces of timber. However, to determine such a relationship for poles is difficult because we cannot control all factors other than moisture content. The effects of these uncontrolled factors mask that of moisture content so that the degree of relationship between modulus of rupture and moisture content for telephone poles is a problem involving the theory of correlation. Examples of this character could be multiplied in all fields of engineering work and particularly in the field of telephony.

**APPLICATIONS TO PRODUCTION, INSPECTION AND SUPPLY.**

Inspection engineering has two objects: to protect the consumer and to effect economies in the method of production. To see how these two objects are attained it is of interest to consider briefly some of the details of the manufacturing problem. The telephone instrument, which is so familiar to
everyone, is not so simple as it looks. To make it requires 201 parts and to connect it to another instrument requires approximately 110,000 more parts. The annual production of most of these parts runs into the millions, so that the total annual production of parts runs into the billions.

Twenty or more raw materials such as gold, platinum, silver, copper, tin, lead, wool, rubber, silk and so forth, literally collected from the four corners of the earth, are used in the manufacturing process to produce this great quantity of piece-parts. The 100 per cent. inspection given all telephone equipment at the time of installation attains the first object—the protection of the consumer. It is, as it were, the consumer's watch-dog. Modern applications of statistical theory to inspection, however, have to do with the second object, the economic phases of which can best be divided into five parts:

1. To determine, for each step in the process inspection, the economic percentage rejection or tolerance for defectives.

2. To reject defective material at such points in the chain of production as will make the net cost of rejection a minimum.

3. To determine for each step the minimum amount of inspection which will suffice to give economic control of quality. In other words, to introduce sampling inspection wherever possible.

4. To detect lack of control of quality or trends and erratic fluctuations.

5. To assist in finding the causes of these trends and to assist in their control wherever necessary.

Some of the statistical problems incidental to carrying on this work are discussed in publications from these Laboratories.3 Through application of statistical theory to date, a very appreciable percentage reduction in the cost of inspection
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3 "Quality of Telephone Materials," Jones, R. L., Bell Telephone Quarterly, Vol. VI, pp. 32-46, January, 1927. Other references given at the end of this paper.
has been attained. The estimated annual savings to the Bell System accruing from carrying out the third object alone more than justifies all of the attention that has been given to such studies.

In production engineering where there are, in general, large quantities of data to be analyzed, even the choice of the method of analysis to be used may lead to appreciable savings through reduction of the number of observations required. A typical case is that where the estimate of the standard deviation may be obtained by either the root mean square or mean error method. Because of the greater efficiency of the root mean square method, fewer observations are required to obtain a certain degree of precision with this method than with the other one and annual savings effected in this manner may run into the thousands of dollars for a single kind of apparatus.

We shall close with a supply problem. Telephone poles are supplied to the trade in a comparatively large number of classes to meet the various needs. To be specific, let \( N \) be the expected number of poles per acre, \( m \) be the number of sub-classes of poles defined in the specifications, \( p_1'N, p_2'N, \ldots, p_m'N \) the estimated expectancies of poles per sub-class per acre, \( p_1M, p_2M, \ldots, p_mM \) the estimated expectancies of poles supplied to the trade per sub-class upon the basis of past experience, \( X_1 \) be the total expected cost of poles if \( p_1'M, p_2'M, \ldots, p_m'M \) of each class are used and let \( X_2 \) be the total cost if \( p_1M, p_2M, \ldots, p_mM \) of each class are used, where \( M \) is the total number of poles used per year. Can we effect an appreciable annual saving by taking all possible steps to make \( p_i' = p_i \) for \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, m \)?

Of course the two sets of estimated expectancies are subject to sampling errors and hence the observed differences between the two sets may or may not be attributable to chance. If they are, it would be useless to try to effect a savings in the way just indicated. On the other hand, if some test such as Chi Square indicates a significant difference between these two sets, then an attempt may be made to
secure the economies accruing from making $p_i' = p_i$ for $i = 1, 2, \ldots, m$.

In one such study preliminary results indicate that an annual saving running into thousands of dollars may be made possible by securing a consumption of poles more nearly consistent with the expected frequency distribution into sub-classes as given by nature.

**SOME GENERAL REMARKS.**

We might continue at great length to formulate particular applications or even classes of applications of statistical theory to engineering problems. It is hoped that enough has been said, however, to give the statistically trained reader a glimpse of possible applications in a comparatively new field and to indicate to business men who may read this note the nature of economies that it should be possible to effect through such applications. Nevertheless we must consider a word of warning and a few generalizations.

There are many engineers who discredit almost entirely any results or conclusions derived through statistical interpretation. They often say, "You can prove anything by statistics." But this comment was well answered recently by the English statistician Yule who said, while commenting on this remark, "'You can prove anything by statistics' is a common gibe. Its contrary is more nearly true—you can never prove anything by statistics.' It is probable that much of the criticism of the applicability of statistical methods in various fields may be attributable to misconceptions of the import of modern statistical theory developed at the hands of such men as Laplace, Gram, Charlier, Thiele, Tchuproff, Markoff, Pearson, Edgeworth and others. True it is that the zeal of the applied statistician may at times carry him beyond the barrier of limitations so carefully set up by the above group of men and their followers. Such a
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statistician may derive conclusions which are not consistent with what would even be termed common sense. In this connection the engineer statistician may profit materially by reading two popular addresses by Professor E. B. Wilson,\(^5\) one of which he closes in the following way: "and as the use of the statistical method spreads we must and shall appreciate the fact that it, like other methods, is not a substitute for but a humble aid to the formation of scientific judgment. Only with this philosophy in mind may we truly hope, with care, to avoid, in the main, being classed in the superlative category of that oft-cited sequence of liars, damned liars and statisticians!")

From a statistician’s viewpoint, all engineering data may be considered as a sample. The engineer and man of business have for several years been making applications of statistical methods for representing these data. In fact it is this phase of the subject which up to the present time has received practically all the consideration in textbooks on the application of statistics to industry. It will be noted, however, that the problems raised in this paper are of a different nature and have to do with making use of data constituting past experience in guiding future engineering activities. All of these problems call for sampling theory and thus throw open an almost uncharted field of application. It is the interpretation of causal relationships underlying sampling theory that appeals to the engineer who himself believes, as did Thiele, that "Everything that exists and everything that happens is a consequence of a previous state of things."\(^6\)

**ADDITIONAL REFERENCES.**
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\(^6\) "Theory of Observations."
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